
 

Conditions for use of ICT facilities in West Berkshire libraries 

 
It is important that you read the following information. If you use these facilities, it will be assumed that you accept the 

conditions of use detailed in section 7 below.  

  

West Berkshire Council provides free public access to the internet and other computer-based resources in keeping with its role 

as a source of information, intellectual development and enrichment for the community.  

  

1. Access  

All users must agree to observe the Access Agreement displayed on the screen at login before using the computers.  

 

Anyone can use the computers - however you do need to be a member of a West Berkshire library and know your PIN.  

Visitors can use the computers as guests after confirming that they do not live in West Berkshire and that they are not regular 

users of the West Berkshire Library Service.  

Due to data protection law, users are not allowed to use other people’s login details to access the IT facilities. 

Personal data will be retained for one day after last use of the computer. 

For your own data security, it is your responsibility to lock the screen if leaving the PC unattended. 

The computers provide access to the library catalogue, the internet and email, and software including Word 2019, Excel 2019, 

PowerPoint 2019, Publisher 2019 and Adobe Acrobat DC.  

  

Information may be printed and collected from a multi-functional device (i.e. printer, photocopier and scanner). Printers are often 

in public areas therefore confidentiality cannot be guaranteed.   

  

Staff will provide general support and initial guidance in the use of these facilities, but cannot provide in-depth support.  

  

2. Availability  

Users may use the computers on a drop-in basis for immediate access if they have not been pre-booked.   

 

Sessions can be booked ahead, usually for up to one week in advance, and are available in half-hour blocks, up to a maximum of 

2 hours (subject to availability). Because of the limited space, a maximum of two people are allowed to sit at any computer.  

  

Any users owing more than £10 on their library account will unfortunately not be able to use the public computers.  Please see a 

member of staff to clear your account.  

  

3. Children and young people  

Children and young people under the age of 16 will be allowed access to the internet and other resources, provided that a consent 

form has been signed by a parent/guardian. Once this has been obtained library staff will activate their library cards for computer 

use.  

  

All computers have internet filtering software – however this can never be guaranteed to be 100% effective. As is the case with 

all other library materials, it is the responsibility of a child’s parents or legal guardians to supervise and/or restrict a child’s 

access to the internet.   

  

  

4. Privacy, confidentiality and security  

To protect your privacy, you are advised to log off from any session or service when you have finished.  You are also advised to 

take care when entering confidential information such as credit card numbers, user IDs, reference numbers or passwords.   

  

Any memory sticks left in a computer will be securely destroyed after 24 hours.  

  

If you use any online discussion forum/email, you are advised to take sensible precautions. Do not agree to meet anyone in 

person unless you know them and do not give out any personal information. Exit the site immediately if you feel uncomfortable 

and contact a member of staff if you are concerned or worried.  

Personal data will be retained for one day after last use of the computer. 

For your own data security, it is your responsibility to lock the screen if leaving the PC unattended. 

 

 

 



 
5. Disclaimer and copyright  

West Berkshire Council has no control over the information accessed and cannot be held responsible for the content or quality 

of information retrieved or printed.  

  

Users will be responsible for the use of any information retrieved under the provisions of existing copyright legislation.  

 

6. Use of the internet and other resources  

West Berkshire Library Service does not attempt to restrict access to the internet and wishes to make the internet widely 

available to everyone.  

  

All users are expected to act in a responsible manner at all times, to use the internet and other resources correctly for legal and 

ethical purposes, and to respect the rights and property of others.  

  

These computers are in public areas, so do not display inappropriate content. What is deemed to be inappropriate is at the 

discretion of library staff.  Library staff can request a user removes unsuitable images or text from the screen if they feel that other 

users, especially children, are exposed to it or cannot reasonably avoid viewing it.  

  

Users who are deemed to be misusing or abusing the equipment or access to the internet may be suspended from using the IT 

facilities for up to six months and may be held liable for any illegal actions.   

  

Transmission of any material in violation of any laws is prohibited. This includes, but is not limited to: copyrighted material, 

threatening or obscene material, pornographic material and material protected by trade secrets. Use for any commercial 

purpose is also prohibited.   

  

Under current legislation, users of the internet are not allowed to distribute, circulate, sell, lend, read or look at any pornographic 

or obscene material.   

  

It is your responsibility to ensure that you do not infringe any copyright regulations when downloading, copying or printing from 

the internet or other resources.  

  

For your protection and that of all users, internet use is monitored and filtered. The Library Service reserves the right to restrict 

the availability of content or services without prior notice.  

  

West Berkshire libraries have TV licences and therefore users are allowed to view live TV programmes, as they are broadcast.  

  

7. Conditions of use  

Before using the IT facilities, you must agree to the following conditions.  

I will not:  

• create, look at, copy, store, send or publish any material which is obscene, racist, defamatory or otherwise unlawful; causes 

harassment or gross offence to others; or is a breach of copyright  

• damage the computer equipment or software    

• install any software onto the computer  

 

I understand that:  

• a virus checker is used - however the Council cannot accept any responsibility for ensuring that no viruses are present and 

cannot be held liable for any damage caused as a result of viruses  

• there are risks in giving my personal details to websites  

• if I want to buy goods online I do this at my own risk  

• it is my responsibility to pay for any online services I use which charge a fee  

• internet use is monitored for my protection and that of other users  

• an investigation will take place if I am suspected of misusing any of these facilities; and, if misuse is proved, penalties will 

range from the loss of library facilities and services to criminal proceedings  

• West Berkshire Council accepts no responsibility or liability for the misuse of facilities by library users  

  

A brief version of these conditions is displayed in the Access Agreement when you log on at the public computers. If you use a 

computer, it will be deemed that you have accepted these conditions of use in full.  

  

Staff can discontinue any session if they consider the material being viewed contravenes these conditions and senior 
staff may prohibit further use at their discretion.  


